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Goals of physics analysis at the LHC

Search for new physics

Make precision measurements

Provide constraints on models
through setting best limits

All require building statistical models and tting models to data to perform statistical inference
Model complexity can be huge for complicated searches
Problem: Time to t can be literally days
Goal: Empower analysts with fast ts and expressive models
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Analysis Systems through the lens of pyhf

Accelerating tting (reducing time to insight (statistical inference)!)
Flexible schema great for open likelihood preservation
Likelihood serves as high information-density summary of analysis

An enabling technology for reinterpretation
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Open source tool for all of HEP
pyhf:
A pure-python implementation of the HistFactory p.d.f. template that
uses tensors and autograd to speed up physics analyses at the LHC
Originated from overlap of DIANA/HEP project fellowship and
phenomenology paper. Now IRIS-HEP supported Scikit-HEP project.
Used for reinterpretation in phenomenology paper, simpli ed-model
code
Used internally in ATLAS for SUSY large scale reinterpretation and
combinations
Working to accommodate CMS le formats
LHCb considering adoption for binned analyses
Scikit-HEP:
A community-driven and oriented project providing Particle Physics a
Pythonic ecosystem for data analysis
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HistFactory
A exible p.d.f. template to build binned statistical models
Developed by Cranmer, Lewis, Moneta, Shibata, and Verkerke (CERN-OPEN-2012-016)
Widely used by the HEP community for standard model measurements and BSM searches
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HistFactory Template
f (n⃗, a⃗∣η,⃗ χ⃗) =

∏

∏ Pois (ncb ∣νcb (η,⃗ χ⃗)) ∏ cχ (aχ ∣χ)

c ∈ channels b ∈ binsc

χ ∈ χ⃗

This is a mathematical representation! Nowhere is any software spec de ned

Until now, only the traditional (C++) implementation of HistFactory

Challenges
Preservation: Likelihood stored in the binary ROOT format
Challenge for long-term preservation (i.e. HEPData)

To start using HistFactory p.d.f.s rst have to learn ROOT, RooFit, RooStats
Dif cult to use for reinterpretation
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pyhf: HistFactory in pure Python
First non-ROOT implementation of the HistFactory p.d.f. template

DOI

10.5281/zenodo.1169739

pure-Python library as second implementation of
HistFactory
$ python -m pip install pyhf
No dependence on ROOT!

Openly developed on GitHub
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Machine Learning Frameworks for Computation
All numerical operations implemented in tensor backends through an
API of n-dimensional array operations
Using deep learning frameworks as computational backends allows
for exploitation of auto differentiation (autograd) and GPU
acceleration
As huge buy in from industry we bene t for free as these frameworks
are continually improved by professional software engineers
Preliminary results
Show hardware acceleration
giving order of magnitude
speedup for some models!
Hardware acceleration
benchmarking planned
Improvements over traditional
10 hrs to 30 min; 20 min to 10 sec
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Automatic differentiation
With tensor library backends gain access to exact (higher order) derivatives — accuracy is only limited by oating
point precision

∂L ∂L
,
∂μ ∂θi
Exploit full gradient of the likelihood with
modern optimizers to help speedup t!

Gain this through the frameworks creating
computational directed acyclic graphs and
then applying the chain rule (to the
operations)

HistFactory likelihood
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JSON spec fully describes the HistFactory model
Human & machine
readable
Industry standard
Will be with us forever

Parsable by every
language
No lock into Python

Versionable and easily
preserved
(HEPData is JSON)
Highly compressible
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Likelihoods preserved on HEPData
Background-only model JSON stored
Signal models stored as JSON Patch les
Together are able to fully preserve the full model (with own DOI!

D O I 10.17182/hepdata.89408.v1/r2

)
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Publications using pyhf
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Building connections to broader communities

SciPy Conference 2019 (2020)

PyHEP 2019 (2020)

CHEP 2019
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Plans and ROADMAP
2020 developer ROADMAP designed to align with
Analysis System milestones
Better integration with Analysis Systems pipeline
Support LHC Full Run-2 analyses using pyhf
Mentoring HSF Google Summer of Code student
to develop hardware acceleration benchmarking
code

(Seibert's Hierarchy of Needs)
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Summary
Accelerated tting
reducing time to insight!
Hardware acceleration on GPUs and vectorized operations
Backend agnostic acceleration
Human acceleration through clean Pythonic API

Flexible schema great for open likelihood
preservation

Thanks for making a tool super easy to use! When I got
some [Jupyter] notebooks with this code up and shared
with students a lot more of us started including limits in
our talks. Before this was a pretty painful step!

JSON: ubiquitous, universal support, versionable
Easily describe HistFactory models

— Nicole Hartman (SLAC), ATLAS Ph.D. Student

First full likelihood from an LHC experiment openly published

Enabling technology for reinterpretation
pyhf as step in RECAST
JSON Patch les for ef cient computation of new signal
models
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Backup
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Live demo time!
Just click the button!

launch binder
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Why is the likelihood important?
High information-density summary of
analysis
Almost everything we do in the analysis
ultimately affects the likelihood and is
encapsulated in it
Trigger
Detector
Systematic Uncertainties
Event Selection

Unique representation of the analysis to
preserve
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HistFactory Template
f (n⃗, a⃗∣η,⃗ χ⃗) =

∏

∏ Pois (ncb ∣νcb (η,⃗ χ⃗)) ∏ cχ (aχ ∣χ)

c ∈ channels b ∈ binsc

νcb (η,⃗ χ⃗) =

∑

s ∈ samples

χ ∈ χ⃗

0
( ∑ κscb (η,⃗ χ⃗))(νscb
(η,⃗ χ⃗) + ∑ Δscb (η,⃗ χ⃗))
κ ∈ κ⃗

multiplicative

Δ ∈ Δ⃗

additive

Use: Multiple disjoint channels (or regions) of binned distributions with multiple samples contributing to each with
additional (possibly shared) systematics between sample estimates
Main pieces:
Main Poisson p.d.f. for simultaneous measurement of multiple channels
0
Event rates νcb from nominal rate νscb
and rate modi ers κ and Δ

Constraint p.d.f. (+ data) for "auxiliary measurements"
encoding systematic uncertainties (normalization, shape, etc)

n⃗: events, a⃗: auxiliary data, η:⃗ unconstrained pars, χ⃗: constrained pars
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HistFactory Template
f (n⃗, a⃗∣η,⃗ χ⃗) =

∏

∏ Pois (ncb ∣νcb (η,⃗ χ⃗)) ∏ cχ (aχ ∣χ)

c ∈ channels b ∈ binsc

χ ∈ χ⃗

This is a mathematical representation! Nowhere is any software spec de ned
Main Poisson p.d.f. for simultaneous measurement of multiple channels
Constraint p.d.f. (+ data) for "auxiliary measurements"
encoding systematic uncertainties (normalization, shape, etc)

Until now, the only implementation of HistFactory has been in RooStats+RooFit (C++)
Challenges
Preservation: Likelihood stored in the binary ROOT format
Challenge for long-term preservation (i.e. HEPData)

To start using HistFactory p.d.f.s rst have to learn ROOT, RooFit, RooStats
Dif cult to use for reinterpretation
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Example pyhf JSON spec
JSON de ning a single channel, two bin counting experiment with systematics
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JSON Patch for signal model (reinterpretation)

Original analysis (model A)

Recast analysis (model B)
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From spec to model with Python API

Build workspace from spec
From workspace:
Construct model
Get data (observations + auxiliary measurements)
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Automatic differentiation — simple example
With tensor library backends gain access to exact (higher order) derivatives — accuracy is only limited by oating
point precision

∂L ∂L
,
∂μ ∂θi

Gain this through the frameworks creating
computational directed acyclic graphs and then
applying the chain rule (to the operations)

Simple example graph
―――
Image credit: Alan Du
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Will pyhf extend to unbinned models?
No. This is outside the project scope
pyhf mission goal: To deliver an intuitive and computationally ef cient tool for using HistFactory in physics
analyses
Very interested in seeing Pythonic tools for unbinned ts in the wider particle physics community
We feel that our efforts would be better spent in focusing on building underlying interface libraries for
statistical modeling that offer common APIs for the growing number of Pythonic libraries in the ecosystem
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Theory users of pyhf

SModelS/MadAnalysis5 developers actively integrating with pyhf
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How to combine likelihoods?

Essentially just concatenate them
As the channels are different, then just add the
lists

Is there a pyhf utility to make this easy?
$ pyhf spec combine spec1.json spec2.json > combined.json
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JSON Patch for new signal models

Original model

New Signal (JSON Patch le)

Reinterpretation
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Likelihood serialization...
...making good on 19 year old agreement to publish likelihoods

(1st Workshop on Con dence Limits, CERN, 2000)
This hadn't been done in HEP until now
In an "open world" of statistics this is a dif cult problem to solve
What to preserve and how? All of ROOT?
Idea: Focus on a single more tractable binned model rst
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Interval estimation
(pseudo)Frequentist con dence intervals
Use the CLs method to construct the interval
CLs results in overcoverage by construction (at low signalbackground discrimination)

pyhf offers an API & CLI for hypothesis test
$ pyhf cls spec.json

Can invert the tests in order to obtain an interval
with the correct coverage properties
pyhf plan is to factor out inference to another
library and focus on modeling
Bayesian credible intervals
Currently don't support any API for this for same
reason

CLI to pyhf.utils.hypotest returns CLs values

c.f. H. Dembinski, PyHEP 2019
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Interval estimation
(pseudo)Frequentist con dence
intervals
Use the CLs method to
construct the interval
CLs results in overcoverage by
construction (at low signalbackground discrimination)

pyhf offers an API & CLI for
hypothesis test
$ pyhf cls spec.json

Can invert the tests in order to
obtain an interval with the
correct coverage properties
pyhf plan is to factor out
inference to another library
and focus on modeling

From demo: invert tests to get expected (Brazil band) and observed
95% CL upper limits on μ
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Likelihood serialization and reproduction
ATLAS PUB note on the JSON schema for serialization and reproduction of results (ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019029)
Contours: █ original ROOT+XML, █ pyhf JSON, █ JSON converted back to ROOT+XML
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Likelihood serialization and reproduction
ATLAS PUB note on the JSON schema for serialization and reproduction of results (ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019029)
Contours: █ original ROOT+XML, █ pyhf JSON, █ JSON converted back to ROOT+XML
Overlay of expected limit contours (hatching) and observed lines nice visualization of near perfect agreement

Serialized likelihood and reproduced results of ATLAS Run-2 search for sbottom quarks (CERN-EP-2019-142) and published to HEPData
Shown to reproduce results but faster! ROOT: 10+ hours pyhf: < 30 minutes
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The end.
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